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Abstract 
Domain-specific retrieval systems developed for a homogenous group of users can potentially optimise the 
recommendation of relevant web documents in minimal time as compared to generic systems built for a 
heterogeneous group of users. Domain-specific retrieval systems are normally developed by learning from 
users’ past interactions, as a group or individual, with an information system. This paper focuses on the 
recommendation of relevant web documents to a cohort of users based on their search behaviour. Simulated 
task situations were used to group users of the same domain. The motivation behind this work is to help a 
cohort of users find relevant documents that will satisfy their information needs effectively. An aggregated 
implicit predictive model derived from correlating implicit and explicit feedback parameters was integrated 
with the traditional term frequency/inverse document frequency (tf-idf) algorithm to improve the relevancy of 
retrieval results. The aggregated model system was evaluated in terms of recall and precision (Mean Average 
Precision) by comparing it with self-designed retrieval system and a generic system. The performance of the 
three systems was measured based on the relevant documents returned. The results showed that the aggregated 
domain-specific system performed better in returning relevant documents as compared to the other two systems. 
 
Index Terms: Recommender System, Implicit feedback system, Domain-specific retrieval, information 
retrieval, search engine. 
 
© 2018 Published by MECS Publisher. Selection and/or peer review under responsibility of the Research 
Association of Modern Education and Computer Science. 
1. Introduction 
As the volume of information on the internet explodes leading to information overload [1], finding and 
retrieving relevant web documents is a challenge. This problem has led to vast research on information retrieval. 
* Corresponding author. 
E-mail address:  
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The traditional IR system retrieves results based on user query input and other heuristics. The process of 
retrieving information in a traditional IR system begins when a user enters a query consisting of text (terms) in 
a search engine. The search engine measures the similarity between the terms used for the queries and the terms 
contained in the documents and then returns a Search Engine Result Page (SERP) relevant to the query. 
Considering that most users of the web usually enter queries that insufficiently capture their problem statement, 
additional measures are required to understand user’s information needs and interest to optimise the search 
results.  
Different relevance feedback based approaches have been explored over the years to improve search 
performance. The most common and consistent approach captures users’ interest by asking them to explicitly 
suggest to the system what they think about an information that relates to their current needs [2], [3]. Such 
explicit statements of users’ interest can be done through their preference information [4]. Although the explicit 
rating is the most used and consistent approach to personalization, it alters reading and browsing patterns [2], 
[3], [5]. Users of such systems also struggle to read more than they can rate due to the additional cognitive load 
of rating. 
To build a robust non-intrusive feedback system, a user’s perceived interest can be captured implicitly 
through their sequence of actions as they browse; this removes the cost of rating by the users [6]. Humans 
dwell and focus more on the things that are interesting, useful or relevant to their current situation [7], [8]. 
Information relating to user interest can be obtained from such dwelling activities [9]. Although the explicit 
rating is commonly used and trusted by many, it is not always reliable as presumed [2]. Thus the solution is to 
unobtrusively obtain users’ suggestions especially in the context of learning. The advantages of the implicit 
feedback approach over the explicit feedback approach also include: A large amount of data can be collected 
unobtrusively; the user interaction with the system can be captured at any time; with implicit feedback, users 
need not examine and rate items, and bias in rating is eliminated through implicit method. 
Previous research has studied several implicit measures for capturing user’s interest [2], [3], [7], [10]-[13]. 
The indicators mostly studied are time spent on a document, also called reading time or dwell time, mouse 
movement, mouse distance, mouse clicks, the amount of scroll movement, copy and paste, printing, 
highlighting, emailing and bookmarking. When these implicit indicators are studied alone, they may not 
capture users’ interest (perception of relevance) compared to when they are studied in combination [14].  
This study focuses on improving document relevancy ranking for users of a particular domain by 
augmenting their queries with more than one implicit feedback parameters. A prototype implicit feedback 
system was developed and evaluated with real users. The performance of the system was compared with our 
Solr-indexed system (without implicit feedback) and Google (generic search system). Our findings show that 
our prototype system with implicit relevance feedback performed better in returning relevant documents. 
Although previous research has been conducted in combining implicit feedback parameters to improve post-
retrieval document relevance [14], this study differs from previous work in the following ways: 
 
1) We propose a prototype implicit feedback system to improve relevancy ranking of web documents 
based on aggregating weights generated from implicit feedback parameters and weights derived from 
the traditional tf-idf algorithm. 
2) The previous studies used heuristics to model implicit feedback parameters whereas our research has 
used a regression predictive model which is derived from experimentation with real users. 
 
Our hypothesis was that users will view documents that they find interesting. Their degree of interest can 
then be estimated by collecting and analysing their behaviour on the visited documents. This paper discusses 
the results of our wider endeavour towards the development of task specific search utilities [5], [15]. The 
remaining sections of this paper are structured as follows: Section 2 is the related work; section 3 explains the 
structure of the proposed system. Section 4 presents the evaluation of the prototype recommender system and 
section 5 is the conclusion and future work.  
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2. Related Work 
The internet is becoming the main source of users’ information [16], and millions of documents are uploaded 
every day on the internet. The general search engines are designed to serve all users without taking into 
consideration the context or domain of the users. Search engines normally crawl web documents via their Meta 
tags and store them in a database. When a user enters a query in the search engine text box, it returns URLs for 
documents matching the query [17]. Queries are however not enough to capture users’ interest because the ‘all 
purpose’ search engines like Google use only keywords (query words) to rank documents [17]. Measures like 
visitor polarity have been employed by some user-controlled search engines to improve the relevancy ranking 
[17], but software has been designed by website operators to automatically increase the number of hits on their 
sites. There is, therefore, a need to supplement users’ queries with additional sources of information obtained 
from their previous interaction with the system [18], [19]. Such supplementary information is explicitly 
obtained from users by asking them to rate documents perceived to be relevant or implicitly by their post-click 
behaviour. The explicit approach alters users’ browsing behaviour and places a cognitive load on the user [2]. 
The implicit approach removes the stress of rating and can be obtained at any time. Implicit behaviour (amount 
of time users spent on the document, the amount of copy and so on) can be used as evidence of interest to 
optimize recommendation of relevant documents to users [14], [20].  
Previous Adaptive Hypermedia Systems focused on producing a ‘browsing agent’ that will recommend 
relevant web resources to users through a content feedback approach. Letizia [21] was developed to track users’ 
browsing behaviour and recommend web pages that were perceived as relevant to users based on the previous 
links they visit. WebACE [22] extended the operation of Letizia by capturing and building user profile with 
previous documents visited and the time the user spent viewing the documents. Other adaptive systems like 
WebMate [23] are based on explicit feedback, which is intrusive. WebMate contains a proxy that observes 
user’s interaction with the system. It allows users to explicitly state some examples of links they are interested 
in, and the system learns from them. It was used for newspaper recommendation. Chandrakala et al [24] also 
worked on news document retrieval by using keyphrase extraction approach to optimize recommendation. 
WebWatcher [25] is similar to WebMate. Users of the system are asked to enter certain keywords to represent 
their interest and the system learns from these keywords. It also has a function for users to evaluate whether a 
link was useful or not, which is then used as feedback for future recommendation.  LIRA [26] is another 
adaptive hypermedia system that explicitly seeks users’ current interest and recommends to them documents 
relevant to their interest the next day.  
These systems (Letizia, WebACE, WebMate, WebWatcher and LIRA) are generic in nature, attempting to fit 
all domains of interest. They thereby limit efficient recommendation of relevant documents to users of a 
particular domain.  Contextualizing information retrieval potentially helps users to find relevant and accurate 
information within a minimal timeframe [27]. Context sensitive systems have been developed to improve web 
search. INQUIRIS2 [28] was developed as a metasearch system that asked users to explicitly state their context 
of interest in a given category of context. It uses the desired context along with the user query to find relevant 
documents in general search engines. The system proposed in this work uses queries along with implicit 
evidence of interest to improve the retrieval of relevant documents for a community of users. Whereas 
unobtrusive systems like POIROT [24], [29] uses keywords obtained from users browsing history to 
supplement their queries and re-rank search engine results, the proposed system uses an aggregation of implicit 
indicators to supplement the user query.  
Kumar and Ashraf [30] proposed a framework to personalize web search based on a dynamic user profile, 
query expansion, user search history and collaborative filtering. They found that personalisation of web search 
is more efficient than a generic search engine. Researchers have worked on aggregating implicit feedback 
parameters from user’s post-click behaviour to improve the results of search engines.  Guo and Agichtein [31] 
studied how users interact with the Search Engine Result Page (SERP). They estimated document relevance 
through user scrolling and cursor activities and they found that a combination of scrolling and cursor 
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movements predict documents relevance more effectively than using only dwell time. In a natural setting, 
Buscher et al [32] used large-scale behaviour log data to examine user interactive behaviour on SERP. They 
clustered users based on their scrolling, clicks, cursor movement, and text highlighting behaviour. Núñez-
Valdéz et al [33] reported that most of these implicit indicators can be used to improve the recommendation of 
electronic books.  
The retrieval algorithm used by most search engines to evaluate the relevance of a web page is the Vector 
Space Model [34]. It retrieves information based on term similarity between the query vector and document 
vector. Efforts have been made to improve information retrieval by augmenting query input with user’s 
previous interaction with the system. Zhu et al [16] applied user implicit data as a surrogate of user interest to 
develop a personalized information retrieval system. They used a combination of selected implicit parameters 
(saving, printing, favourite, viewing, click-through) to estimate user interest on documents and integrated it 
with the traditional search engines. Their findings suggest an improvement in terms of precision and recall of 
information retrieval. Some of the indicators of interest employed by Zhu et al. (2010) are not frequently used 
by online users. A similar method was employed by Balakrishnan and Zhang [14] to improve document search 
results relevancy. Balakrishnan and Zhang [14] used previous users post-click behaviour (Dwell time, click-
through, text selection, page review) as an additional information source to re-rank SERP. The integrated 
model proposed by them was based on heuristics. Bhandari et al [35] used Quine-Mccluskey algorithm to 
extract knowledge from web data. They were able to discover frequent patterns but they could not find 
infrequent patterns. An intrusive explicit feedback study to improve retrieval relevancy was conducted by 
Balakrishnan et al [3]. They developed a model by integrating three explicit feedback parameters (Comment, 
Rating and Referral) and their findings indicate that search retrieval relevancy can be improved when users’ 
explicit feedback is aggregated.  
Prior studies have proved that consistency in user behaviour is a pre-condition for the development of such 
search facilities[36]. The goal of the proposed system to improve the recommendations of relevant web 
documents to users of a particular domain by relying on implicit user behaviour. A study was conducted and a 
predictive model to estimate users’ interest in web documents was derived from a set of implicit indicators [5]. 
The predictive model was integrated with the traditional vector space model (tf-itf).  Whereas previous research 
[3], [14] used a heuristic to assign weight to implicit and explicit indicators, this work uses a predictive model 
derived from the correlation of implicit and explicit feedback parameters to estimate documents relevancy and 
improve query result re-ranking. 
3. System Structure 
The structure of the proposed system for optimizing the recommendation of relevant web documents to users 
of a particular domain is depicted in Fig 2. The system has the following structure: Data collection, Interest 
scoring, Document filtration, Document re-ranking and Display results. The proposed system recommends 
relevant documents to users based on implicit feedback.  
3.1. Data Collection 
Explicit data (relevance rating, document difficulty and familiarity rating) and implicit data such as the 
mouse clicks, amount of copy, the mouse movement along X and Y axes, the dwell time, the mouse distance 
and the mouse duration count were collected unobtrusively from 77 users of computer science domain through 
an injected plugin in Firefox browser. The participants of the study were asked to perform a searching task for 
45 minutes and their implicit and explicit feedback parameters were captured and logged. The users were asked 
to visit documents on the web and solve the given task (Appendix A shows the task given to the students). 
They explicitly rated the documents visited according to relevance. The ratings were on a 6-point relevance 
scale, ranging from 0 to 5 [5]. The implicit and explicit feedback parameters were correlated and an implicit 
predictive model was developed. 
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3.2. Interest scoring 
A number of parameters (users' dwell time, mouse movement, mouse distance, mouse velocity, mouse clicks, 
amount of scroll, keystroke and amount of copy, explicit ratings) were entered into a stepwise regression for 
analysis. It returned an implicit predictive model comprising dwell time and amount of copy from correlating 
implicit and explicit feedback parameters [5]. This model (as stated below) is then used to calculate user 
interest level on each document and weight is assigned to the documents based on the user interest [5]. The 
implicit predictive model is an aggregation of dwell time and amount of copy obtained from the stepwise 
regression, and it estimates a user's interest level in documents. A 10-fold cross-validation was carried out to 
prevent overfitting. 
The model is given as:  
 
CIW = 2.978 + 0.281(Amount of Copy) + 0.002(Dwell Time), 
 
where Amount of Copy is the number of times text that is copied to the clipboard from a document, and Dwell 
Time is the accumulated time in seconds spent by a user on an active page during browsing.  
3.3. Document Filtration 
Apache Solr technology was used to filter documents matching inputted queries. It implements the Vector 
Space Model (VSM) functionality of indexing, term weighing, similarity matching and scoring. Solr is an open 
source enterprise search platform; As part of the Apache Lucene project, it communicates with other 
applications through a REST-like HTTP request. The major features of Solr include real-time indexing, full-
text search, faceted search, dynamic clustering, hit highlighting, rich document handling and database 
integration. 
The vector space model (VSM) algorithm ranks similarity between documents by comparing the user query 
with document keyword scores. The score determines how relevant a keyword is to a document. The procedure 
for VSM is divided into three phases. The first phase is document indexing where the document is split into 
units called tokens. In the second phase, each term of the document is given a weight to enhance retrieval of 
relevant documents. The third phase ranks the document in relation to the query based on the similarity 
measure.  
The vector space model uses two factors to give weight to terms in a document. The factors are Term 
Frequency (TF) and Inverse Document Frequency (IDF) [37]. The term frequency is a number of times a term 
occurs in a document. Weights are assigned to terms in a document based on the number of times they occur in 
the document. The TF efficiency is affected by common words like “is”, “the”, “a”, though this limitation can 
be overcome by the IDF, which calculates the number of documents that contain each term and reduces the 
weight of terms that occur in many documents. The TF-IDF scheme gives high weight to terms that occur often 
within a document but do not commonly occur in the collection of documents [34]. It is given as:  
wdt = tfdt × idft                                                                                                                                                   (1) 
Where wdt is term weight t found in document d 
 
tfdt is the frequency factor for the term t in document d 
idft is the IDF for term ttfd;t is Term frequency factor for t in document d 
idft = log(D/docFreqt )                                                                                                                                       (2)
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Where D is the total number of documents 
idft is term t inverse document frequency 
docFreqt is all the documents that have term t  
3.3.1. How VSM determines relevant document 
After documents are indexed by a search system, the documents are then ranked based on their similarity 
with a query. The vector space model calculates the similarity by comparing the angle of deviation between 
each document vector and a query vector (the query vector is the same type of vector with the documents) to 
rank documents according to the angle they make with the query. Practically, the cosine similarity between two 
vectors is calculated. The cosine coefficient calculates the angle between the query vector and the document 
vector by multiplying the weight of each term from the vectors and dividing each by the length of the vectors 
[37]. Fig. 1 is an illustration of document and query relationship on the vector space model. 
 
 




                                                                                                                                                    (3) 
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                                                                                                           (4) 
Where d is the document term vector, q is the query term vector, d.q is the intersection [38] 
3.4. Aggregated Document Weight (ADW) 
The aggregated document weight is the computed new weight of the documents. It combines the weight of 
the document derived from the predictive model and the document weight computed by the vector space model 
to improve document recommendation. It follows this method: 
ADWi = CIWi + CVWi                                                                                                                                         (5) 
where: 
 
CIWi is Computed Interest Weight based on the predictive model derived as stated in section 3.2, given as: 
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with CVWi as the Computed Vector Weight of the original document based on TF-IDF algorithm 
 
 
Fig.2. Conceptual Diagram Showing Aggregated Feedback System Flow 
3.5. Document Re-ranking 
This module sorts the documents based on the aggregated document weight in a descending order for 
presentation to the user. It alters the original ranking which is based on only the Computed Vector Weight 
(VSM score) and re-ranks the documents according to the new calculated aggregated weight. It follows this 
algorithm: 
 
1: Enter user query q 
2: Compute for q, the vector weight CVWi of all documents, D in the database 
3: Compute the interest weight, CIWi = 0.281 (Amount of Copy) i + 0.002 (Dwell Time) i + 2.978 of all D 
4: Considering that D = all documents, if there are common (the same) documents in the database, the mean 
computed interest weight (CIW) of the common documents is returned for the document.  
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5: Compute the aggregated document weight ADWi = CIWi + CVWi for all D 
6: Re-rank original document list based on ADW and display result; ADWs = (sort (ADWi)) 
7: Visit current document 
8: Capture implicit indicators and store in the database 
3.6. Display Result 
This module displays the result of the re-ranked documents. It is implemented with HTML and Laravel-5 
framework of PHP and the results are presented in a descending order of relevance. 
4. Evaluation of the System 
This section focuses on evaluating the performance of the proposed implicit feedback system. The aim of the 
study was to conduct a comparative evaluation of the implicit feedback system in terms of the recall and 
precision. It sought to show that the quality of search results improves when queries are supplemented by users’ 
post-click behaviour. Mean Average Precision (MAP), a popular metrics used by researchers [14], [39] in the 
field of information retrieval was employed for the evaluation of the systems by comparing the relevancy of 
documents retrieved from three systems: Google, Solr-indexed system and the aggregated system. MAP 
measures the efficiency of the system by computing the average number of relevant documents retrieved per 
query. A similar evaluation technique was used by [40], [41].  
Users of the three systems were given a task brief containing instructions for the experiment and a consent 
form. They were given a simulated task (See Appendix A) to visit web documents and explicitly rate the 
documents according to how relevant they are to the given task. The ratings were on a 6-point rating scale (5 - 
means very relevant, 4 - means more relevant, 3 - means moderate relevant, 2 - means slightly relevant, 1 - 
means very low relevance, 0 - means not relevant) and were attached to the web documents via a JavaScript 
plugin that was embedded in a Firefox browser. The participants could enter a single query (keywords) of their 
choice to search for documents that are relevant to the task under consideration. Altogether, the participants 
entered a total number of 26 queries. They were also asked to rate the first top 10 documents on a six-point 
scale according to how relevant they were to the given task. They rated each document immediately after 
leaving the page. The six-point ratings of the users were then merged into binary form for analysis. Ratings for 
0, 1 and 2 were merged as 0 and labelled as non-relevant while the rating of 3, 4 and 5 were merged as 1 and 
labelled as relevant. 
Although Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) evaluation uses expert judges to judge the relevance of 
documents, such relevance ratings are inherently noisy due to the variability of the experts’ behaviour [42]. 
Also, getting experts to judge each of the documents used for this research in relation to the task given was not 
feasible.  This work considers relevance judgement to be subjective to the user accessing the web documents in 
relation to the current task [43]. The user relevance rating was used for evaluating the effectiveness of the 
implicit feedback system in terms of precision, recall and mean average precision. 
4.1. Experimental Setup 
Twenty-six students in the Faculty of Engineering, Environment and Computing at Coventry University 
participated in the evaluation study for a duration of 30 minutes. Two approaches were employed to conduct 
the study. In the first approach (Approach 1), 15 users out of the 26 participated while the remaining 11 users 
participated in the second approach (Approach 2). The following three systems were used for the evaluation: 
 
1. Baseline System: Google was the baseline system because it is generic and non-domain-specific. 
Documents relating to user queries are returned based on Google.  
2. Controlled system (Solr-Indexed system): The system was designed to return documents that were 
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related to the user query. The controlled system had only the solr-indexed tf-idf algorithm with no 
implicit feedback as shown in Fig 3. 
3. Experimental system (Aggregated system): The implicit model was integrated into the system so that 
documents relating to the input query are re-ranked according to the degree of user interest. The degree 
of user interest is estimated using the implicit model derived. The experimental system re-ranks the 
documents according to the aggregated document weight, which is a combination of the computed 
interest weight (CIW) and computed vector weight (CVW). 
 
 
Fig.3. Conceptual Diagram Showing Solr-Indexed System Flow 
Both the controlled and experimental systems had the same pool of documents obtained from an experiment 
[5]. Common documents in the dataset were merged and their mean interest weight was computed and 
presented as a single document. This reduced the size of the dataset from 343 to 140. Documents retrieved from 
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Google were crawled from different sources and indexed in their database. Fig. 4, 5, and 6 shows the screen for 
the search query “RUP vs waterfall model”. Fig. 4 shows the documents returned by Google, Fig. 5 shows the 
original SERP returned by the Solr-indexed system, and Fig. 6 is the re-ranked result returned by the 
aggregated system. For example, the document, “Difference Between Waterfall Methodology and RUP” is 
ranked 3rd by Google as can be seen in Fig. 4, It is ranked 1st in the solr-indexed system as shown in Fig. 5 and 
it is ranked 2nd in the aggregated system as shown Fig. 6. The different ranked position of the document for the 
three systems underpins the variability of the three systems. 
 
 
Fig.4. Sample Interface Showing Search Query and SERP for Google 
 
Fig.5. Sample Interface Showing Search Query and SERP for Solr-Indexed System (Note: The ID and SCORE were Hidden on the 
Student’s Search Interface) 
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Fig.6. Sample Interface Showing Search Query and SERP for the Aggregated System (Note: The ID and SCORE were hidden on the 
Student’s Search Interface) 
The two approaches employed for the evaluation compares the performance of both the solr-indexed system 
and the aggregated system against the performance of the baseline Google system are explained in section 4.2 
and 4.3. It should be noted that the interface presented to the users during the evaluation did not display the 
weight (“SCORE”) and ID of each of the web document. It only showed the “URL” and the “document 
abstract/description”. The “SCORE” is displayed on the interface presented in this paper to show how each of 
the web documents differs in weight. 
4.2 Approach 1 
In this approach, the A/B testing [44] was used. 15 users participated and they were randomly grouped into 
three sets, labelled A, B and C. Each set comprised 5 participants. The three groups of participants were given 
the same tasks and they visited different retrieval systems. Participants in group A performed the experiment 
with the baseline Google search engine; group B participants used the controlled system while the participants 
in group C performed the experiment with the experimental system. 
4.3 Approach 2 
In this approach, all the 11 participants were given the baseline, controlled and experimental system to use. 
They entered the same unique query of their choice in the three systems and rated the first top 10 results of 
each system according to how relevant they are to the given task. The participants were not told the difference 
between the systems in order to prevent bias in rating. Each of the 11 users rated up to 30 web pages. 
4.4 Evaluation Metrics 
The precision and recall relating to information retrieval problem were employed. The relationship between 
precision and recall is such that as precision increases, recall decreases and vice versa. The importance of each 
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depends on the context of usage. In this case, we desire that the top shown documents of a retrieval system 
should be more relevant than documents at the bottom of a retrieval list. Therefore, high precision is needed.  
The precision of information retrieval problem measures the portion of relevant items within the total items 
retrieved. It involves retrieving the most relevant top-ranked documents and it is given as: 
𝐏𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐢𝐬𝐢𝐨𝐧 =
𝐧𝐮𝐦𝐛𝐞𝐫 𝐨𝐟 𝐫𝐞𝐥𝐞𝐯𝐚𝐧𝐭 𝐢𝐭𝐞𝐦𝐬 𝐫𝐞𝐭𝐫𝐢𝐞𝐯𝐞𝐝
𝐭𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐫𝐞𝐭𝐫𝐢𝐞𝐯𝐞𝐝 𝐢𝐭𝐞𝐦𝐬 
                                                                                                     (7) 
The recall for an information retrieval problem measures the portion of relevant items within the total 
relevant items retrieved. This involves the ability to find all relevant items in each collection. It is given as:   
𝐑𝐞𝐜𝐚𝐥𝐥 =
 𝐧𝐮𝐦𝐛𝐞𝐫 𝐨𝐟 𝐫𝐞𝐥𝐞𝐯𝐚𝐧𝐭 𝐢𝐭𝐞𝐦𝐬 𝐫𝐞𝐭𝐫𝐢𝐞𝐯𝐞𝐝
𝐭𝐨𝐭𝐚𝐥 𝐧𝐮𝐦𝐛𝐞𝐫 𝐨𝐟 𝐞𝐱𝐢𝐬𝐭𝐢𝐧𝐠 𝐫𝐞𝐥𝐞𝐯𝐚𝐧𝐭 𝐢𝐭𝐞𝐦𝐬 𝐫𝐞𝐭𝐫𝐢𝐞𝐯𝐞𝐝  
                                                                                         (8) 
Mean Average Precision (MAP) represents the area under the precision and recall curve. It is a single 
number that is used to compare the performance of retrieval algorithm. It is the average of precision values of a 




∑ 𝑨𝑷(𝐢)𝒏𝒊=𝟏                                                                                                                                  (9) 




                                                                                                                                        (10) 
where n is the total retrieved documents, P(k) is the precision at k document level, R@k states whether the 
document at k is relevant or not. Q is the total relevant documents for a given query. When Q is zero, the 
document is zero [14], [39].   
4.5 Statistical Significance Testing 
Paired t-test calculated the significance between the average precision values of the baseline system against 
the controlled system, and the baseline system against the experimental system. Researchers [42], [46], [47] 
argued that paired t-test is the most reliable test for evaluating MAP values. A confidence interval of 95% and a 
statistical significant coefficient, p < 0.05, is used for analysing the dataset. 
Null hypothesis indicates that there is no statistical significant relationship or association between two 
measured parameters. When the null hypothesis is rejected, it means there is a relationship between two 
parameters. 
5. Results 
This section presents the results of the two approaches discussed in the previous section. Section 5.1 presents 
the results for Approach 1 and section 5.2 presents the results for Approach 2. For the analysis of the results, 
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Table 1. Basic Acronyms used for Analysis 
Acronym Meaning 
Top 5 This is the first 5 documents returned by a search system. 
Top 10 This is the first 10 documents returned by a search system. 
Mx The mean of x, where x is either Google, Solr-indexed or Aggregated system. 
SDx The Standard deviation of x, where x is either Google, Solr-indexed or Aggregated system. 
 
5.1 Approach 1 Results 
This section compares the results of the participants in the baseline system with the controlled system and 
experimental system in terms of the Mean Average Precision. Among the 15 participants, 5 users visited the 
baseline system, 5 others visited the controlled system and the remaining 5 students visited the experimental 
system. The precision was calculated for each of the 15 queries and the precisions at ranks where the 
documents were relevant for each query was summed and averaged. The mean average precision was then 
computed and the results from Google showed that at top 10, the MAP was 0.51 and at top 5, the MAP was 
0.54. The MAP for the Solr-indexed system at top 10 was 0.77 and at top 5 was 0.84. The aggregated system 
produced an improved result. The MAP of the aggregated system for top 10 was 0.86 and for top 5 was 0.91. 
The paired T-test of the average precisions between the baseline system and solr-indexed system for the top 10 
documents was statistically significant, it shows the mean of the solr-indexed system to be 0.26 higher than the 
baseline system (p = 0.015, Mgoogle = 0.51, SDgoogle = 0.096, Msolr-indexed = 0.77, SDsolr-indexed = 0.21), 
there was a higher mean difference of 0.35 when the paired T-test was run between the baseline and the 
aggregated system (p = 0.007, Mgoogle = 0.51, SDgoogle = 0.096, Maggregated_system  = 0.86, 
SDaggregated_system = 0.14). 
The result of the top 5 also showed a significant improvement of the solr-indexed system and the aggregated 
system over the baseline Google system. Google vs solr-indexed system produced (p = 0.019, Mgoogle = 0.54, 
SDgoogle = 0.11, Msolr-indexed = 0.84, SDsolr-indexed = 0.2) and Google vs aggregated system produced (p 
= 0.006, Mgoogle = 0.54, SDgoogle = 0.11, Maggregated_system  = 0.91, SDaggregated_system = 0.12). Fig. 
7 shows the mean average precision of the three systems in the two measured ranks. 
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5.2 Approach 2 Results 
In this approach, 11 participants accessed the three systems and each user entered the same query in the three 
systems and rated the 10 top results according to relevance. Their ratings for the baseline, controlled and the 
experimental system was captured. The mean average precision for three systems was computed and the result 
shows that Google at top 10 was 0.51 and at top 5 was 0.57 while the MAP of the Solr-indexed system at top 
10 was 0.78 and at top 5 was 0.85. The aggregated system in this approach also produced an improved result in 
terms of the MAP. The MAP of the aggregated system at top 10 was 0.87 while that of top 5 was 0.91 as shown 
in Figure 8. The paired T-test of the MAP of the systems also showed that the aggregated system has a 
statistically significant improvement than the baseline and Solr-indexed system. 
The paired T-test between Google and solr-indexed system for the top 10 documents was significant with the 
solr-indexed system performing better by 0.27 MAP (p = 0.004, Mgoogle = 0.51, SDgoogle = 0.083, Msolr-indexed = 
0.78, SDsolr-indexed = 0.22) and the top 5 produced a significant improvement in MAP of the Sol-indexed system 
by 0.28 (p = 0.031, Mgoogle = 0.57, SDgoogle = 0.14, Msolr-indexed = 0.85, SDsolr-indexed = 0.29). The aggregated system 
has a significant higher MAP over Google. For the top 10 documents, it is higher by 0.36 (p = 0.000, Mgoogle = 
0.51, SDgoogle = 0.083, Maggregated_system = 0.87, SDaggregated_system = 0.18) and for the top 5 documents, it is higher 
by 0.34 (p = 0.002, Mgoogle = 0.57, SDgoogle = 0.14, Maggregated_system = 0.91, SDaggregated_system = 0.19). 
 
 
Fig.8. Approach 1 MAP Histograms Comparing Google, Solr-Indexed and the Aggregated System 
As shown in the two approaches, the MAP values decrease as the number of documents increases from top 5 
to top 10. This shows the trade-off between precision and recall. The aggregated system still performed better 
than the Solr-indexed system and the baseline system at the two computed document levels. It indicates an 
improvement of document relevance when queries are supplemented with user post-click behaviour. This result 
is similar to the results reported by previous studies [12], [14], [31], [41], [48]-[50].  
Agichtein, Brill and Dumais (2006) used only a single indicator (click-through) to re-rank documents, Guo 
and Agichtein (2012) used scrolling and cursor movements to estimate relevance and Balakrishnan and Zhang 
(2014) used a heuristic to aggregate implicit indicators. In this work, a model obtained from the experimental 
analysis was used to derive a predictive function that estimates document relevance and the model was 
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6. Discussion 
The result of the evaluation indicates that when implicit feedback is added to a retrieval system designed for 
users of a common domain, it improves document recommendation. In the experiment, we compared three 
systems; the generic Google system, the self-designed retrieval system using Solr technology without implicit 
feedback and the proposed system with implicit feedback. We argue that since Google is generic, a domain-
specific retrieval system designed for a community of users through capturing and sharing relevant documents 
visited by them is needed to optimise document recommendation. Simulated task situation limited users to a 
particular domain for the study; this, however, limited the researchers from comparing the approach used in this 
work with similar approaches because the prototype differs from other systems in the way data is collected. 
Also, the researchers did not have access to the database of related systems and so could not populate them 
with documents related to the simulated task. We, therefore decided to follow a similar evaluation approach 
used by Balakrishnan and Zhang [14] and Alhindi et al [27], where a self-designed system was used for the 
evaluation. In as much as the similar type of systems were not used for the evaluation, the self-designed 
systems were carefully designed without bias to achieve the objective of the research. 
This work proves that we can gather common relevant documents from users of the same domain (like 
students studying the same module) and use the information to optimise recommendation by re-ranking the 
Search Engine Result Page (SERP) based on integrating the traditional tf-idf and the implicit regression model. 
We show that even though domain-specific systems perform better than generic systems, there is much 
improvement in terms of document recommendation when the system is designed with implicit feedback than 
when they are not. This work gives a clearer pointer in understanding implicit feedback systems in the context 
of document recommendation.  
With respect to the usability analysis of the proposed system, we will apply a user-centred design approaches 
to evaluate the system from usability perspectives [51], [52]. This work is limited in the sample size of the 
participants. The data used for the evaluation was relatively small when compared to TREC and Cranfield. The 
research attempted to show that documents used by previous learners of a common domain can be utilised to 
improve recommendation. For this reason, the proposed system is compared with a generic system (Google) 
and self-designed domain-specific system (without implicit feedback).  Also, comparative evaluation with 
related work was not carried out because domain-specific tasks situations used for this work are not the same 
with those of the previous studies.  
Future work should include a longitudinal study to collect a large amount of data in order to build user 
profiles for hybrid (content and collaborative) recommendation system. The evaluation will also be designed 
such that similar systems/approaches will be compared with the proposed system. 
7. Conclusion 
This paper has discussed the proposed domain-specific implicit feedback system to improve the retrieval of 
the relevant document. The paper describes the Vector Space Model which the system uses to match queries to 
related documents. Apache Solr technology was used to implement the Vector Space Model functionality of 
indexing, term weighing, similarity matching and scoring. The system integrates interest weight (CIW) 
obtained from a predictive model based on implicit indicators and classical TF-IDF algorithm based on Vector 
Space Model. An enhanced algorithm is developed to demonstrate the working principle of the system (for 
assigning scores to documents and re-ranking retrieval documents). Two approaches were used to evaluate the 
system. The results in both approaches show that the aggregated system performed better than the baseline and 
Solr-indexed system in terms of the mean average precision. This indicates that when users’ queries are 
supplemented with their post-click behaviour, it improves the relevancy ranking of retrieval results. This 
further validates that personalisation is key in solving the information overload problem. 
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APPENDIX A 
Simulated Work Task Situation  
GIG Software Development company employed you as a consultant to provide a solution to the Company’s 
pressing problem of developing a customised software within a minimal time frame. Some professional 
software developers achieved this by using the Rational Unified Process while others used the waterfall model.  
Indicative Request 
Which of the approaches would you consider for a small project of few lines of code (LOC) and what stage 
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